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‘Hoesê?’ A tale of
hearing loss at the Bar

         Les Morison SC, Johannesburg Bar

A

AS YOU get older, your hearing
 starts to go. A recent  fishing trip

to the Okavango brought this truth
home. The bubble fish, the guide said,
were running. I stayed quiet. I peered
at the fishing expert, Sarel Bekker SC
(also known as SB, but for different
reasons), yet he said nothing. I turned
to my other learned friend, Greg Por-
teous, who had just skilfully flown us
into Saronga, and he, too, said no-
thing. Both of them seemed to know
what bubble fish were, and didn’t
consider it unusual for fish to run.
So I said nothing. Our big outboard
pushed our aluminium boat along at
speed. Then we slowed. All around us
the papyrus leaned in. I was perplexed
to hear the sound of horses coming
along a wet-cobbled street. Listen, it’s
the bubble fish, said the guide.

‘Okes,’ said Sarel, ‘we’ve hit the
barble run. Get fishing!’ The barble
migration of the Okavango is a legend
I’d not known about. Apparently, as
the summer waters descend from the
Angolan highlands across the Caprivi and into the Delta, they
fill the channels, the ox-bow lakes, the pools and mud-wallows
in which the barble spend winter. The rivulets join the Oka-
vango River. The barble turn their brute heads to the main
channel and meet up with each other. In large muscular packs,
they clip and clop through the papyrus, driving baitfish and
sucking them in.

That’s when the tiger-fish close in. With bright orange tails
at one end and sharp white teeth at the other, these are the
game fish we have come for. We hook barble and tigers on
fluorescent lures that jerk and jiggle through the Okavango.
From boyhood, I admired pictures of these beautiful striped
fish jumping clear out of the water; now I was seeing the real
thing, hearing the clatter of their gill covers and the splosh of
their landing.

It got really hot out there. The barble were thrashing, the
papyrus was snapping, tigers were striking and the whole
food chain was rattling. Then, there was a loud crash in the
papyrus. The barble stopped; we could hear the water swishing
past our anchored boat. Sarel stopped reeling. ‘What was that?’
asked Greg politely. ‘Croc,’ said the guide. At least I think that’s
what he said. I knew I’d heard right when I saw the serrated

spines of the croc’s tail and the flailing
head of the barble above the water,
lower body fast in death’s grip. Our
shaken little party helped ourselves
liberally to beer from the cooler box;
wolfed down cheese sandwiches made
with homemade bread, and took a
shady walk around an island. On the
way, we saw elephant on the bank and
hippo surging in the water.

That night we overcame the stres-
ses of it all, the early morning flight,
the thin-air landing on a badly damag-
ed airstrip in a borrowed plane left
over from the sixties and the close
proximity to Africa’s great fresh water
killers. The prescription for this accu-
mulated stress was whiskey and pro-
fanity at high volume. All cures have
their side-effects, however. The more
Greg drank, the more my hearing dete-
riorated. I realised he’d discerned this
because he considerately compensated
by speaking louder and louder the
more I drank.

The next morning, Sarel kindly
explained that temporary deafness is a well-known side-effect
of what is known as Renosterkoffie. The more whiskey you
pour into after-dinner coffee, the more hard-of-hearing your
companions become.

On our way to the fishing waters, I thought I’d liven up
the slightly sombre mood of my companions with a conver-
sation about the alarming incidence of teen suicides. ‘What’s a
team suicide?’ asked Greg politely, once again, and I had a
momentary fear that Renosterkoffie might have contagious
side-effects. ‘Who shoots first?’ he asked. ‘How many players
in a team suicide?’ Sarel was trying to answer, but I couldn’t
hear what he was saying.

GREG’S immaculate flying skills got us back in time for
 motion court the next Tuesday. The judge engaged my

opponent in vigorous debate. I closed my eyes and saw the
papyrus, the fast flowing Okavango water.

‘Mr Morison,’ the judge interrupted my reverie, ‘what do
you have to say about that? Sounds like your opponent has a
killer point there, don’t you think?’

‘Sorry m’lord,’ I said, ‘would you kindly repeat that – my
hearing, you see.’

Fishing guru Greg Porteous towers over
hearing-impaired Les Morison SC.
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